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The S-matrix for a scattering system provides the most detailed information about the dynamics. In
this work, we discuss the calculation of S-matrix elements for the A+BC→AB+C, AC+B type
reaction. Two methods for extracting S-matrix elements from a single wave packet in reactant Jacobi
coordinates are reviewed and compared. Both methods are capable of extracting the state-to-state
attributes for both product channels from a single wave packet propagation. It is shown through the
examples of H+HD, Cl+H2, and H+HCl reactions that such reactant coordinate based methods are
easy to implement, numerically efficient, and accurate. Additional efficiency can be gained by the
use of a L-shaped grid with two-dimensional fast Fourier transform. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3328109�

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the establishment of quantum theory for atom-
diatom reactive scattering in 1970s,1 significant progress has
been made, particularly in the past two decades, with the
development of hyperspherical coordinate based time-
independent coupled-channel �TID-CC� method and Jacobi
coordinate based time-dependent wave packet �TDWP�
method.2 The TID-CC method has particular advantages for
treating systems requiring relative small numbers of basis
functions and/or collisions with very low kinetic energy. It
can now be routinely applied to study light triatomic sys-
tems, such as H+H2, F+H2, and Cl+H2 reactions and their
isotopically substituted analogs,3,4 and has provided valuable
insights into chemical reaction dynamics. Recently, the
TID-CC method has been extended to calculate fully con-
verged state-to-state differential cross sections �DCS� for in-
sertion reactions such as the O+H2, C+H2, S+H2, and N
+H2 reactions. These results have served as accurate bench-
marks for dynamical studies of complex-forming reactions,
featuring barrierless reaction pathways through deep poten-
tial wells.5–9

However, due to the N3 �N is the number of basis func-
tions� scaling law in the formalism, it is extremely difficult to
extend the TID-CC method to calculate cross sections for
more complex systems, such the H+O2 reaction, which pos-
sesses a deep well and two heavy �nonhydrogen� atoms.10 On
the other hand, the TDWP method scales more favorably
than the TID-CC method in both memory and the number of
arithmetic operations because the basic operation involves
matrix-vector multiplication. As a result, it is much more

suitable for complex systems requiring a large number of
basis functions. It has been shown that the TDWP approach
is particularly powerful for calculating initial state selected
total reaction probabilities for systems involving three or
more atoms by using reactant Jacobi coordinates.11–13 How-
ever, to extract S-matrix elements in a TDWP calculation,
traditionally one needs to transform the wave function ini-
tially prepared in reactant Jacobi coordinates to product Ja-
cobi coordinates, making the calculations cumbersome and
potentially less accurate.14–19 In the following discussion, we
will call this approach the product coordinate based �PCB�
method.

Recently, we have put forth a reactant coordinate based
�RCB� wave packet method to extract product state-resolved
attributes in both product channels.20–23 Taking advantage of
a L-shaped grid to propagate in reactant coordinates, this
collocation method is efficient and accurate and has been
successfully applied to calculate state-to-state DCSs for the
H+HD, F+H2, H+NH, H+ND,24 H+O2,20,21 and O+O2

reactions.25 The L-shaped grid method saves a large number
of grid points, as compared with a conventional rectangular
grid, which makes this RCB wave packet method particu-
larly attractive and presents an efficient alternative to the
PCB approaches.14–16

In 2006, Gómez-Carrasco and Roncero26 developed an
coordinate transform method to extract state-to-state infor-
mation in one product channel,27 also from the TDWP propa-
gated in reactant Jacobi coordinates. By careful numerical
testing with several reactive scattering systems, these authors
reached a conclusion that their RCB method is generally
more efficient than the PCB method, especially for J�0
cases. Different from our approach, however, a rectangular
grid was used in their calculations.

In this paper, we first compare the two RCB wave packet
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methods, introduced by us20 and by Gómez-Carrasco and
Roncero,26 for studying the A+BC→AB+C, AC+B type
reaction at the state-to-state level, using the H+HD reaction
as an example. These RCB methods were implemented with
the efficient and accurate Chebyshev propagator.28–30 It is
shown that the coordinate transform RCB method can also
be used to extract S-matrix elements in both product chan-
nels with a single propagation, as the RCB method intro-
duced by us20,22 and it is generally more efficient.

The two RCB methods were then applied to the Cl+H2

reaction to demonstrate the advantages of a L-shaped grid.
Such a grid saves computational time, especially when the
long-range potential in the reactant channel is important. Fi-
nally, it is also shown that the extraction of the final product
states-resolved attributes does not require placing the projec-
tion plane in the “true” asymptote, provided that the final-
state interaction is small. This point is illustrated in the cal-
culation of state-to-state DCSs for both product channels of
the H+HCl reaction. Such savings make the RCB approach
a method of choice for state-to-state cross-section calcula-
tions for many reactive scattering systems.

This publication is arranged as follows. In Sec. II, the
basic theoretical aspects for extracting state-to-state cross
sections in both product channels using the RCB methods are
presented in detail. In Sec. III, the state-to-state cross sec-
tions for the H+HD �v0=0 , j0=1� reaction calculated by
both RCB methods are first compared. The power of the
combining the RCB method with a L-shaped grid is then
demonstrated for the Cl+H2�v0=0 , j0=0� and H+HCl�v0

=0 , j0=0� reactions. Finally, Sec. IV concludes.

II. THEORY

A. Hamiltonian and discretization

To study the A+BC→AB+C, AC+B type reaction at
the state-to-state level, we use three sets of body-fixed �BF�
Jacobi coordinates to represent the corresponding wave func-
tions: one for reactants A+BC �denoted as � arrangement�,
the other for products AB+C �denoted as � arrangement�,
and the last for products AC+B �denoted as � arrangement�.
Following the usual definition,1,31 we write the coordinates
as �R� ,r� ,�� ;���, where � is either �, �, or �. For �=���
=� ,��, r� is the BC �AB, AC� bond length, R� is the length

of the vector R̂� pointing from A �C,B� to the BC �AB, AC�
center of mass, and �� is the angle between the BC �AB, AC�
bond and R̂�; �� denotes the Euler angles orienting R̂� in the
space-fixed �SF� frame.

In this work, the propagation of the wave packet is car-
ried out exclusively in reactant Jacobi coordinates20,22 in the
BF frame using the Chebyshev real wave packet �CRWP�
approach.15,28,29,32,33 The corresponding Hamiltonian for a
given total angular momentum J can be written as

Ĥ = −
�2

2�R�

�2

�R�
2 −

�2

2�r�

�2

�r�
2 +

�J − j�2

2�R�
R�

2 +
j2

2�r�
r�

2 + V ,

�1�

where �r�
is the reduced mass of BC and �R�

is the reduced
mass between the center of mass of A and BC, J is the total

angular momentum operator, and j is the rotational angular
momentum operator of BC.

Following our previous studies, the Hamiltonian and
wave packet were discretized in a mixed representation. A
direct product discrete variable representation �DVR� is used
for the two radial degrees of freedom and a finite basis rep-
resentation �FBR� of spherical harmonics basis yjK���� is
used for the angular degree of freedom.34 Thus the wave
function in the BF frame can be written as20,35–38

	JM
�R�,r�� = �
K�

DMK�

J
� �������R�,r�,��
K�;K�� , �2�

where DMK�

J
� ���� is the parity-adapted normalized rotation
matrix, depending only on the Euler angles ��,

DMK�

J
� ���� = �1 + �K�0�−1/2�2J + 1

8
�DMK�

J� ����

+ 
�− 1�J+K�DM−K�

J� ����� , �3�

where 
 is the parity of the system defined as 
= �−1� j+l with
l being the orbital angular momentum quantum number, and
DMK

J ��� is Wigner rotation matrix.39 In Eq. �2�,
���R� ,r� ,�� ;K��, which only depends on three internal co-
ordinates of the system and the projection �K�� of total an-
gular momentum on the BF z axis �along R��, can be ex-
panded as

���R�,r�,��
K�;K�� = �

n,m,j
Fnmj

K� un�R���m�r��yjK�
���� , �4�

where n and m are the radial basis labels, un�R�� and �m�r��
are the radial basis functions for R and r, respectively, and
yjK�

=���2j+1� / �4��dK�0
j are spherical harmonics. dK�K�

j is
a reduced Wigner rotation matrix.39

B. Initial wave packet

In a wave packet calculation, the initial condition of the
wave packet has to be set up before its propagation. For
atom-diatom scattering, the initial wave packet in the SF
frame �v0 , j0 , l0� �Refs. 15, 20, and 40� can be constructed
simply as

	�v0j0l0
JM
 = G�R���v0j0

�r���JMj0l0
� , �5�

where �JMj0l0
� is the total angular momentum eigenfunc-
tion in the SF representation with parity of system

= �−1� j0+l0, �v0j0

�r�� is the rovibrational eigenfunction for
molecule BC, and G�R�� is a Gaussian wave packet defined
as

G�R�� = exp	−
�R� − R�

c �2

�2 
cos�kcR�� , �6�

where kc is the translational momentum.
In order to propagate the wave packet in the BF frame,

one should transform �JMj0l0
� in Eq. �5� to its BF counter-
part as41
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�JMj0l0� = �
K��0

Cl0K�

Jj0
 �JMj0K��

= �
K��0

Cl0K�

Jj0
 DMK�

J
� ����yj0K�
, �7�

where ClK
Jj
 is the parity-adapted orthogonal transform matrix

between the SF and BF frames1,15,42–44 and given by

ClK
Jj
 =��2l + 1�

�2J + 1�
��2 − �K,0��jKl0�JK� , �8�

where � . . . � is the Clebsch–Gordan coefficient.

C. Real Chebyshev wave packet on L-shaped grid

In the CRWP approach, the wave packet is propagated
using the following modified Chebyshev recursion
relation:45,46

�k+1 = D�2Ĥscaled�k − D�k−1� , �9�

with �1=DĤscaled�0 and �0=	�v0j0l0
JM
 given in Eqs. �5� and

�6�. This choice of �0 implies that the initial wave packet is
real and it contains both incoming and outgoing waves.
Upon propagation, half of the wave packet goes outwards
and is damped by D as discussed in a subsequent section
while the other half goes inwards, leading to reaction. If the
damping term D is real, the wave packet will stay real. This
real wave packet approach has some numerical advantages
over the propagation of the complex wave packet in the time
domain, as it reduces the central processing unit �CPU� and
memory costs by half.32 In addition, the Chebyshev propa-
gation is more accurate than time propagation because the
former avoids interpolation errors.28 The scaled Hamiltonian

Ĥscaled is defined as

Ĥscaled = asĤ − bs, �10�

where as=2 / �Hmax−Hmin� and bs=1+asHmin. The scaling of
the Hamiltonian is necessary to maintain the stability of the
Chebyshev propagation.

During the wave packet propagation, the fast sine-
Fourier transform is employed to evaluate the action of the
radial kinetic energy operators onto the wave packet on a
L-shaped grid,47 which may save a considerable amount of
the grid points in some systems.22 The approach is similar in
spirit with our earlier work using diatomic vibrational
basis.48,20 A similar L-shape grid has been used with bond
coordinates in a state-to-state study of the Li+HF reactive
scattering process but with J=0.49

The action of the angular kinetic operators on the wave
packet can be evaluated straightforwardly with the angular
FBR, but it complicates the evaluation of the action of the
potential energy operator. The generalized DVR �Ref. 50� is
used to solve this problem, which converts the wave packet
from the angular FBR to a grid representation using

Tij
K = ��iyjK��i

K� , �11�

where i denotes the index of the quadrature points for the
Jacobi angular coordinate and �i is the corresponding
weight. �i

K and Tji
K is given by the eigenvalues and eigenvec-

tors of the matrix

Y jj�
K = �yjK�cos ���cos ��yj�K�cos ��� . �12�

D. Scattering boundary conditions

We use a damping function in the following form to
avoid the wave packet in reactant coordinates from reaching
the grid boundary along r,

D�r� = �exp	− �t · Ca ·  r − ra

rb − ra
�n
 , ra � r � rb,

exp	− �t · Cb ·  r − rb

rend − rb
�n
 + exp�− �t · Ca� , rb � r � rend.� �13�

The first part ra�r�rb is designed for the product with low
kinetic energies while the second part rb�r�rend is used for
the product with relative higher kinetic energies. We found
that the damping function in this form works well for reac-
tive scattering process, especially when there is a compli-
cated kinetic energy structure. The damping term along R has
the following simple form:

D�R� = exp	− �t · C� ·  R − Ra

Rb − Ra
�n�
, �14�

Ra � R � Rb = Rend

because the wave function reflected back along reactant
channel usually does not involve a complicated structure.
Here, Ra is the starting point of the absorbing potential re-
gion so Ra�R�Rb=Rend and C� defines the strength of the
absorbing potential.

For reactions involving a product channel with a large
skew angle, one may want to add another damping term
along the R coordinate in the interaction region to reduce the
grid points �see Fig. 2�.
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E. Extraction of S-matrix elements and state-to-state
cross sections

To extract the state-to-state information, we place a
plane defined as R�=R�0 for the �th ��=� and �� arrange-
ment channel using the corresponding product Jacobi coor-
dinates. The kth Chebyshev propagation state on the projec-
tion plane, 	v�,j�,K�

J
 �k ;R�0�, can be calculated on the
potential optimized discrete variable representation
�PODVR� and Gauss–Legendre quadrature grids by a collo-
cation method51,19 or by the coordinate transformation
method26 at each propagation step. The energy resolved scat-
tering wave function �v�j�K�

J
 �E� in the BF frame can be ob-
tained by a discrete Fourier transform,

�v�j�K�

J
 �E;R�0� = �
k

�2 − �k,0�exp�− ik��	v�j�K�

J
 �k;R�0� ,

�15�

where the Chebyshev angle � is given by �=arccos Escaled.
Escaled=asE−bs, which is in the range of ��1,1�, is the prop-
erly scaled total energy E.15

Similar to the construction of the initial wave packet, the
BF scattering wave function for an initial state �v0j0l0�
�v�j�K�←v0j0l0

J
 �E� in Eq. �15� is transformed into the SF frame
by an orthogonal transformation matrix given by Eq. �8�,

�v�j�l�←v0j0l0
J
 �E� = �

K�

Cl�K�

Jj�
 �v�j�K�←v0j0l0
J
 �E� . �16�

With �v�j�l�
J
 �E�, the desired state-to-state scattering ma-

trix Sv�j�l�←v0j0l0
J
 �E� ��=� ,�� in the SF frame can then be

obtained by imposing the asymptotic boundary conditions,

�v�j�l�←v0j0l0
J
 �E;R�0�

= − A�E�2�2kv�j�

�R�

�1/2

Sv�j�l�←v0j0l0
J
 �E�

�Hl�
�kv�j�

R�0� , �17�

where A�E� is given by

A�E� =  �R�

2�2kv0j0

�1/2� Hl0
�kv0j0

R��G�R��dR�, �18�

where Hl is an outgoing Riccati–Hankel function.
Finally, the scattering matrix Sv�j�l�←v0j0l0

J �E� in the SF
frame is transformed into the helicity representation by the
standard transformation,

Sv�j�K�←vjK
J = �

l�l

il−l��2l� + 1

2J + 1
�j�K�l�0�JK��

�Sv�j�l�←vjl
J � 2l + 1

2J + 1
�jKl0�JK� . �19�

By substituting the scattering matrix Sv�j�K�←v0j0K0

J
 �E� in the
helicity representation into the standard formulas, we obtain
the state-to-state integral cross section �ICS�,43

�v�j�←v0j0
=



�2j0 + 1�kv0j0
2 �

K�

�
K0

�
J

�2J + 1��Sv�j�K�←v0j0K0

J �2

�20�

and the state-to-state DCS,43

d�v�j�←v0j0
��,E�

d�

=
1

�2j0 + 1��K�

�
K0

� 1

2ikv0j0
2 �

J

�2J + 1�

�dK�K0

J ���Sv�j�K�←v0j0K0

J �2

�21�

in which � is the scattering angle between the incoming A
+BC reactants and the scattered AC+B /AB+C products.

F. Final state projection in reactant coordinates

1. Collocation RCB method

As detailed in our previous study,20 we implement the
collocation RCB method as follows:

�1� Select two projection planes in the product asymptotes
at R�=R�0 and R�=R�0, which should be as close as
possible to, but have no overlap with, the damping re-
gions.

�2� At the projection planes R�0��=� ,��, construct the
PODVR,11,52 r�i�i=1, . . . ,N�

r�, and Gaussian–Legendre
quadratures, ��j �j=1, . . . ,N�

�� for r� and ��, respec-
tively, to represent scattering wave functions. Then
convert these grid points �R�0 ,r�i ,��j� to a correspond-
ing grid in reactant Jacobi coordinates.

�R�k,r�k,��k� = �R�k�R�0,r�i,��j�,r�k�R�0,r�i,��j�,

��k�R�0,r�i,��j�� , �22�

where k=1, . . . ,N�
r �N�

� +N�
r �N�

�. Note that this new
grid does not coincide with the grid for propagating the
wave packet, although both are defined in reactant Ja-
cobi coordinates.

�3� Propagate the wave packet in the reactant Jacobi coor-
dinate grid and determine the corresponding values on
the projection grid: �R�k ,r�k ,��k� using a collocation
method. The energy-dependent scattering wave func-
tions can be obtained from the wave packets via a Fou-
rier transform. The S-matrix elements can thus be ex-
tracted from the overlaps between the scattering wave
functions and the asymptotic states on the projection
grid.

Comparing with the schemes proposed in our original
work,20 step �4� is removed here. This is because practical
experience indicates that the long-range potential in the
product channel has usually a negligible effect on the prod-
uct states-resolved cross sections �vide infra�.

To obtain the energy-dependent scattering wave func-
tions on the projection planes in the product channels, we
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first evaluate the wave packet given by Eq. �4� for every K�

component at all quadrature grid points �R�0 ,r�i ,��j� given in
Eq. �22� at every propagation step,

��t,R�0,r�i,��j;K�� =
R�0r�i

R�r�

���k,R��R�0,r�i,��j�,

r��R�0,r�i,��j�,���R�0,r�i,��j�;K�� ,

�23�

where �=� ,�, and hereafter indicates � or � unless speci-
fied.

Then we rotate the BF z axis from R̂� to R̂� according to1

���k,R�0,r�i,��j;K��

= �
K�

��t,R�0,r�i,��j;K��
1

��1 + �K�,0��1 + �K�,0�

��dK�,K�

J ��� + 
�− 1�K�dK�,−K�

J ���� , �24�

where dK�K�

J ��� is a reduced Wigner rotational matrix,39 and

� is the angle between R̂� and R̂�.
Finally, we expand ���R�0 ,r�i ,��j ;K�� in terms of basis

functions for r� by the collocation method51,19 and �� by
Gauss–Legendre quadrature, and combine it with DMK�

J
� ����
shown in Eq. �3� to get the wave packet on the project planes
R�=R�0,

	v�j�K�

J
 �k;R� = R�0�

= �
K�

DMK�

J
� �����
v,j

Cvj
K��t��v�r��yjK�

���� . �25�

Typically, the CPU cost for projection is only about 20%
of the total propagation time. In other words, with an addi-
tional 20% of computational effort comparing with an initial
state selected total reaction probability calculation in which
only total reaction probabilities is calculated, one obtains a
full column of the state-to-state S-matrix.

2. Coordinate transform RCB method

The coordinate transform method introduced by Gómez-
Carrasco and Roncero26 has many similarities with the col-
location RCB method. In both methods, the most time-
consuming part of the calculation, namely the propagation, is
carried out in reactant coordinates. However, the former dif-
fers from the collocation RCB method in that the product
states are represented on the reactant grid. The idea is based
upon the fact that the product wave function
���R� ,r� ,�� ;K�� has only two degrees of freedom, r� and ��,
since R� is fixed at the projection plane R�0. It is possible to
design an “intermediate” coordinate system in which R� is
combined with either �R� ,��� or �r� ,��� of the reactant co-
ordinates to provide a convenient platform for projection.26

Conveniently, the grid points along reactant coordinates can
be chosen as �R�i ,��j� or �r�i ,��j�.

To implement this RCB method, the two-dimensional
product wave functions are first transformed and stored in
the reactant coordinate grid �R�i ,��j� or �r�i ,��j� before the
propagation. In each propagation step, the wave packet is
transformed to the same grid via two one-dimensional trans-

formations, facilitating the calculation of the overlaps. This
is a coordinate transform method because the transformation
of the wave packet to �R�i ,��j� or �r�i ,��j� is simply the
evaluation of the wave packet at rij or Rij, which corresponds
to R�0. Instead of transforming the propagating wave packet
from reactant coordinates to product coordinates in order to
evaluating the product states-resolved information, it trans-
forms the product state wave function from product coordi-
nates to reactant coordinates. The computational costs are
equivalent to those required for evaluating a norm. As the
collocation RCB method,22,20 the coordinate transform RCB
method is capable of evaluating states-resolved information
of both product channels at the same time.

The choice between �R�i ,��j� and �r�i ,��j� for the inter-
mediate coordinates depends on the skew angle � for prod-
uct channel �,

cos2 � = ac with a = MC/�MB + MC�

and c = MA/�MA + MB� �26�

and for product channel �

cos2 � = ac with a = MB/�MB + MC�

and c = MA/�MA + MC� �27�

by assuming the grid spacings of R� and r� are comparable.
The value  /2−� gives the angle between the product chan-
nel and reactant channel. Assuming we have similar grid
spacings between r� or R�, �r�i ,��j� are a more suitable
choice for cos ���2 /2 and �R�i ,��j� is preferred for
cos ���2 /2. This is not difficult to understand. The vari-
able of R� or r�, which requires relatively sparser grid points
to represent the product wave function, is always a better
choice. In practical calculations, the grid spacings between
r� or R� may have large difference and carefully testing is
necessary for making the right choice.

Generally, the coordinate transform RCB method is
more efficient than the collocation RCB method, if the
quadrature points required for accurately propagating the
wave packet are dense enough for extracting the product
states-resolved information in the coordinate transform RCB
method with high accuracy, as shown below. This is because
that the grid for reactant coordinates must be dense enough
to accurately represent the wave function of any arrangement
channel. In fact, our experience indicates that the norm of the
product wave function in the reactant coordinate grid pro-
vides a good criterion for checking the numerical conver-
gence of the grid size used in the calculation.

The implementation of the coordinate transform RCB
method has been discussed in detail by Gómez-Carrasco and
Roncero.26 In our calculations, a more compact and efficient
angular quadrature scheme is used, where different Gauss–
Legendre quadrature points are adopted for different K� val-
ues and the BF transform is carried out once after propaga-
tion. This K�-dependent quadrature method reduces the grid
point number thus decreases memory requirement for the
wave packet but increases memory requirement for potential,
comparing with that the K�-independent quadrature method.
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Our implementation is thus given below for future reference,
which in spirit follows the procedures introduced by Gómez-
Carrasco and Roncero.26

�1� Expressing the product wave function in the reactant
BF frame �v�,j�,K�

�R�0 ;r� ,���, then calculate product
wave function values �v�,j�,K�

�rij ;R�i ,��j� or
�v�,j�,K�

�Rij ;r�i ,��j� on the reactant coordinate grid.
�2� Construct the transform matrix Ui,j,m given by

Ui,j,m = gr 2
��re − rb��Nr + 1�

�
I=1

Nr

sin
I�rij − rb�

re − rb
sin

mI

Nr + 1

�28�

or

Ui,j,m = gR 2
��Re − Rb��NR + 1�

��
I=1

NR

sin
I�Rij − Rb�

Re − Rb
sin

mI

NR + 1
�29�

depending on which pair �R�i ,��j� or �r�i ,��j� is cho-
sen to define the intermediate coordinates.

�3� At each propagation step, the wave packet on the grid
points representing the product wave function at the
projection plane R�0 is obtained by

��k,rij;R�i,��j,K��

= �
m=1

Nr

	̄�k;R�i,r�m,��j,K��U�i, j,m� �30�

or by

��k,Rij;r�i,��j,K��

= �
m=1

NR

	̄�k;r�i,R�m,��j,K��U�i, j,m� , �31�

where 	̄ indicates the wave packet in momentum space
of r� in Eq. �30� or of R� in Eq. �31�. The Cv�j�K�

�k�can
be evaluated by calculating the overlap integration

Cv�j�K�
�k�

= �
i,j

�v�,j�,K�
�rij;R�i,��j���k,rij;R�i,��j,K�� �32�

or

Cv�j�K�
�k�

= �
i,j

�v�,j�,K�
�Rij;r�i,��j���k,Rij;r�i,��j,K�� . �33�

The S-matrix then can be evaluated after a BF transform
of Cv�j�K�

�k�, similar to that in the collocation RCB method.
For product channel A+BC→AB+C, gr and rij in Eq. �28�,
and gR and Rij in Eq. �29� are given by

gij
r · gij

r =
B2R�0

A�R�i
2 �cos2 ��j − 1� + �BR�0�2

R�0
2 r�

2

R�i
2 rij

2 , �34�

rij =
1

A
�R�i cos ��j + �R�i

2 �cos2 ��j − 1� + �BR�0�2� ,

�35�

gij
R · gij

R =
B2R�0

��Ar�i�2�cos2 ��j − 1� + �BR�0�2

R�0
2 r�

2

Rij
2 r�i

2 , �36�

Rij = Ar�i cos ��j + ��Ar�i�2�cos2 ��j − 1� + �BR�0�2,

�37�

where A= �MA+MB� /MA−MC / �MB+MC� and B= �MA

+MB� /MA.
For product channel A+BC→AC+B, the same equa-

tions can be used to calculate gr and rij in Eq. �28�, and gR

and Rij in Eq. �29�, but with A= �MA+MC� /MA−MB / �MB

+MC�, B= �MA+MC� /MA, and set ��j as −��j. We note
that there are typos in Eq. �A4� and Eq. �A5� in Ref. 26,
which are for the other product channel, instead of the chan-
nel specified in the main content.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we illustrate the applicability of the two
RCB methods in several numerical examples. We start by
demonstrating the utility of the RCB methods in calculating
the DCS for the H+HD reaction. This is followed by an
examination of the Cl+H2 reaction. The van der Waals well
in the Cl+H2 reactant channel makes this system an ideal
case to test the efficiency provided by a L-shaped grid in
state-to-state calculations. We then examine the effects of the
projection position using the H+HCl reaction as an example.
Finally, we discuss the relative merits of PCB and RCB
methods.

A. Demonstration of methods: H+HD reaction

The H+H2 exchange reaction and its isotopic variants
have been extensively studied over many years.53 It is also a
benchmark reaction for the development of new theoretical
methods. Aoiz et al.54 recently gave a comprehensive
progress review on the dynamical study of this reaction. An
excellent agreement between theory and experiment has been
achieved for this reaction on the BKMP2 potential energy
surface �PES�55–58 as well as on the latest CCI PES.59,60

Here, the BKMP2 PES is employed for the H+HD system. It
is noted that our calculations reported here did not account
for the Fermi–Dirac statistics.61,62,57

The parameters used in the calculations on a L-shaped
grid are listed in Table I. The usage of the L-shaped grid for
this reaction does not save much grid points, comparing with
a calculation with a rectangular-shape grid, because there is
no long range interaction potential in this system.

Product rotational state-resolved DCSs at collision ener-
gies of 0.4 and 0.8 eV for H+H�D�v0=0 , j0=1�→HH��v�
=0, j�=0,5�+D �left panels� H+H�D�v0=0 , j0=1�
→HD�v�=0, j�=0,5�+H� �right panels�, calculated by both
coordinate transform RCB and collocation RCB methods are
shown in Fig. 1. The agreement between the two is excellent.
Since we have shown earlier that the results from the bench-
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mark time-independent method �the ABC code� agree very
well with those from the collocation RCB method, we can
claim that both the RCB methods are capable of extracting
accurate state-to-state information in both product channels
simultaneously. The coordinate transform RCB method does
not require extra grid points.

B. Advantages of L-shaped grid: Cl+H2 reaction

An extensive body of work, both theoretical63–68 and
experimental,69–74 also exists for the Cl+H2 system and its
isotopic variations. This system has played a central role in
chemical kinetics and has served as a test case for bimolecu-
lar reaction rate theory.75,76 The adiabatic BW PES �Ref. 68�
reported in 2000 yielded quantum thermal rate constants
which agree perfectly with experiment over a wide range of
temperatures.77,66 However, the recent focus has been on the
disagreement between theory and experiment for the
Cl�2P1

2
/ 3
2
�+H2 reaction including spin-orbit effects.64,72,78–81

In the following numerical calculations, the benchmark BW
PES68 is used.

The numerical parameters are given in Table I, and the
resulting two-dimensional �2D� PES of R and r with mini-
mization along � is given in Fig. 2. The maximum grid range
of R has to be large because the van der Waals well in the
reactant Cl+H2 channel has an important effect on the total
reaction probability.82 As shown in Fig. 3, different starting
positions of the initial wave packet lead to quite different
total reaction probabilities. It is clearly seen from Fig. 2 that
the L-shaped gird saves substantial computational costs, fa-
cilitated by the small skew angle of the product channel. The
total reaction probabilities obtained by both the flux method
and state-to-state method agree with each other very well and
our results indicate Kmax=9 is sufficient to converge the DCS
up to collision energy of 1.0 eV. Because this reaction has
been calculated many times quantum mechanically, the
DCSs are not presented here for brevity.

C. Position of projection plane: H+HCl reaction

Despite a large number of kinetic studies on the H
+HCl reaction in the temperature range of 195 K�T
�1200 K,83–86 there are only a few experimental and theo-
retical studies on the reaction dynamics.87–93 Branchett et
al.94 recently reported the H+HCl→H2+Cl reactive cross

TABLE I. Parameters used in the numerical calculations. �Atomic units are used if not otherwise stated.�

H+HD H2+Cl H+HCl

Grid/basis range and size R� �0.1,12.0�, NR
1 =63, NR

2 =49 R� �0.1,23.0�, NR
1 =179, NR

2 =79 R� �0.8,16.0�, NR
1 =129, NR

2 =127
r� �0.4,9.0�, Nr

1=49, Nr
2=23 r� �0.6,16.0�, Nr

1=89, Nr
2=23 r� �1.2,16.0�, Nr

1=127, Nr
2=29

jmin=0� jmax=46, Nj =47 jmin=0� jmax=80, Nj =41 jmin=0� jmax=140, Nj =141
Initial wave packet

Rc=8.0 Rc=8.0, 10.0, 12.0, 14.0, 16.0, 18.0 Rc=11.0
exp�−�R−Rc�2 / �2�R

2��cos�k0R� �R=0.5 �R=0.25 �R=0.16

k0=�2E0�R with E0=0.7 eV k0=�2E0�R with E0=0.45 eV k0=�2E0�R with E0=1.7 eV
Absorbing potential C�=0.1, n�=n=2, Ra=9.5 C�=0.03, n�=n=2, Ra=19.0 C�=0.07, n�=n=2, Ra=12.0

Ca=0.12, Cb=0.3, ra=6.7, rb=8.9 Ca=0.01, Cb=0.2, ra=12.0, rb=13.5 Ca=0.05, Cb=0.2, ra=12.0, rb=13.0
Total propagation time 1200 iterations 2000 iterations 2000 iterations
Matching plane R0�=5.5 R0�=8.0 R0�

A=8.0, 9.0, 10.0, R0�
E=9.0, 10.0, 11.0
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FIG. 1. State-to-state DCSs at collision energies of 0.4 and 0.8 eV of the
H+H�D�v0=0 , j0=1�→H�+HD�v�=0, j�=0 and 5� reaction �left column�
and of the H+H�D�v0=0 , j0=1�→D+HH��v�=0, j�=0 and 5� reaction
�right column�, calculated using the collocation and coordinate transform
RCB methods. It is seen that the two methods give identical and converged
DCSs for this reaction with parameters listed in Table I.
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sections at a state-to-state level using time-independent
quantum method on the GQQ PES.95 Yao et al.96 studied the
total reaction probabilities of the H+HCl reactive scattering
with a TDWP method using the BW PES.68 �Noted that there
are errors in the work of Yao et al.96� In the following, the
state-to-state cross sections of the abstraction reaction H
+HCl→H2+Cl and the exchange reaction H+H�Cl→HCl
+H� are reported for the first time on the BW PES, using the
coordinate transform RCB method. As noted earlier, the
cross sections of both product channels were calculated at
the same time with a single wave packet propagated in reac-
tant Jacobi coordinates.

We have seen in the previous subsection that because of
the long-range interaction potential in the Cl+H2 channel,
the L-shaped grid leads to significant savings for the Cl
+H2 reaction. It would be interesting to see if the same van
der Waals well requires a large r grid for calculating product
states-resolved results for the Cl+H2 and H+HCl products.

The parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table
I. Kmax=19 was adopted for the results shown below, whose
convergence was assured by a calculation using Kmax=24. It
turns out in this case that the L-shape grid does not save
much points, as compared with a rectangular grid. This is
because the large skew angle of the abstraction reaction
�channel A� H+HCl→Cl+H2. In Fig. 4, the total reaction
probabilities of channels A and E �the exchange reaction H
+H�Cl→H�+HCl� at different total angular momentum J
values are shown.

We will now focus here on positions of the projection
planes and their effects on the final results. It is often be-
lieved that the product state-resolved information has to be
extracted at a projection plane far into the asymptotic
region,26,21 which may lead to huge grid range requirement
for a state-to-state calculation. To examine this issue, the
total reaction probabilities calculated by both the flux and
state-to-state methods are compared in Fig. 5 for several J
values. The positions of the projection planes �R0

A ,R0
E� are

�8.0, 9.0�, �9.0, 10.0� and �10.0, 11.0� a.u., respectively. In
Figs. 6 and 7, the product state-resolved ICSs calculated at

different R0
A and R0

E indicates that there are negligible differ-
ences between them, even when the projection planes are far
from the true asymptotic region. Of course the convergence
of ICS does not necessarily guarantee the convergence of
DCS, because phases of S-matrix elements may depend sen-
sitively on R0

A or R0
E. However, as seen in Figs. 8 and 9, the

total and rovibrationally resolved DCSs extracted at different
projection planes are mostly identical by visual inspection.
These results suggest that the van der Waals well in the Cl
+H2 product channel has little effect on the product state-
resolved reaction probabilities, presumably due to the weak
coupling between the translational and internal degrees of
freedom.
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FIG. 3. Total reaction probabilities obtained from initial Cl+H2 wave packet
placed at different positions Rc=8.0, 12.0, and 16.0 a.u. The results indicate
that the entire van der Waals well in the reactant channel should be included
for an accurate calculation of the total reaction probabilities above the col-
lision energy of 0.45 eV.
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These observations seem to suggest that the projection
plane may not need to be placed in the true asymptotic re-
gion, if the final state interaction is small. This conclusion
favors the RCB approach because an unreasonably large grid
is not needed. In the H+HCl case, the projection planes
placed at �8.0, 9.0� a.u. allow a smaller r grid and accord-
ingly a smaller spherical basis as well. For systems with
strong asymptotic interactions, which we believe to be small
in number, one can always check the convergence of the
results by pushing the projection plane farther into the as-
ymptote, as suggested by step �4� in our original proposal.20

It should be pointed that the different requirements for
the position of the initial wave packet for H2+Cl reaction
and the position of the product state analysis plane for H
+HCl reaction is likely due to the fact that the initial wave
packet for the H2+Cl reaction has the lowest rovibrational
state. On the other hand, there are many excited internal
states for the H+HCl reaction, which are less sensitive to the
potential energy surface. This is borne out by the numerical

results in Fig. 9. We also note in passing that the state-to-
state results reported here indicate that the abstraction reac-
tion and exchange reaction of H+H�Cl are essentially simi-
lar to those of H+HBr reaction.38

D. Choice between the PCB and RCB methods

In the work of Gómez-Carrasco and Roncero,26 a de-
tailed discussion was given on how to choose between the
PCB and RCB methods, with particular relevance to a and c
in Eqs. �26� and �27� and the number of the necessary K
blocks needed to converge state-to-state scattering attributes.
For J=0, reactant coordinates are more efficient for a�c
while product coordinates are preferred otherwise. For J
�0, product coordinates are more computationally efficient
if A�0 because the helicity number required in a PCB
method is proportional to A. Their conclusions were reached
by using a rectangular grid. Giving the fact that the PCB
method cannot usually take full advantages of the L-shaped
grid because the grid range in a PCB method is mostly de-
termined by the expansion of the initial wave packet in prod-
uct coordinates, we can expect that with the adoption of the
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L-shaped grid, the RCB method would in most cases have
overwhelming advantages over the PCB method.

The use of a and c in choosing between the PCB and
RCB methods has a clear physical origin. In a triatomic wave
packet calculation, the transformation between the basis and
grid representations for r and R is achieved by fast Fourier
transform. Therefore, the basis size for the angular degree of
freedom is the computational bottleneck, especially with
multiple helicity blocks. Note that a�MB�b�MB� is the re-
duced mass for the diatom BC �AB�, which is proportional to
the moment of inertia. In a typical situation, the larger the
moment of inertia, the larger the angular basis is needed. Of
course, this criterium needs be used in combination with the
exothermicity of the reaction, which might tip the balance
between the two.

The HCl+H reaction offers a good example for illustrat-
ing the choices. The reaction is nearly thermal neutral.
Therefore if only the abstraction reaction H+HCl→H2+Cl
is concerned, the PCB method may be a better choice, espe-
cially for J=0. However, if only the exchange reaction H
+H�Cl→HCl+H� is of interest, the RCB method is much
better because the PCB method requires much more helicity
components. Since the state-resolved information of the two
product channels can be calculated at the same time using
the RCB method, it is clear that the RCB method is more
computationally suitable for this reaction.

Finally, we should comment on the effect of exchange
symmetry. Let us use the H+HCl→H2+Cl reaction again as
an example. The use of PCB in this case allows one to take
advantage of the exchange symmetry in the H2 reactant,
while such symmetry is difficult to realize in the reactant
coordinates. On the other hand, the RCB approach is obvi-
ously preferred as it offers the advantages of both the
L-shaped grid and symmetry adaptation.

This conclusion is drawn based on our method, i.e., a
K�-dependent angular quadrature is adopted and a uniform
L-shape grid points are applied for all angular points. When
different L-shape grids used for different angular points, it
might lead to a more efficient procedure. In some cases, the
L-shape grid method can results in a more grid point savings
in a PCB method than in a RCB method. Further investiga-
tion is required before we reach a definite conclusion.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Two RCB wave packet methods for extracting state-to-
state reactive scattering information in a triatomic system are
reviewed and compared. It is concluded that both methods
can be efficiently used to extract the product states-resolved
attributes in both product channels A+BC→AB+C and
AC+B. The coordinate transform RCB method, introduced
by Gómez-Carrasco and Roncero,26 is in general more effi-
cient than the collocation RCB method introduced by Sun et
al.20 Neither method requires a denser reactant grid than that
in the traditional wave packet method for total reaction prob-
abilities calculation using a flux method.

The adoption of a L-shaped grid in a RCB method saves
considerable grid points for many reactions, especially for
those whose long range interaction potential in the reactant

channel is important and the product channel has a small
skew angle. We conclude that RCB methods should be com-
putationally more effective than the PCB method for most
triatomic reactive reaction systems at the state-to-state level.
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